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These two unique colors are in-stock, ready for customer tailored designs!

A fine replacement for the now discontinued 
popular Wisconsin Red color, we have committed 
additional resources to get more blocks and 
slabs imported from India - manufactured in the 
USA means quicker delivery times.

Sentinel Red
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Colors of  the Quarter

Also known as Regal Black, blocks of this stone 
are imported from India right to our facility. 
There is a large supply of this stone on hand and 
ready to go. The fine to medium grained color 
makes for excellent sandblasting as well!

Rex Impala
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Clean and 
Polished
The Evolution of Polishing
A process that is now an integral part of the 
creation of nearly every piece that comes 
through our production line, polishing wasn’t 
always as efficient as it is today. First used in 
the 1940’s, the process didn’t start simple and 
was quite meticulous. Using grit wheels on 
machines manned by single operators holding 
a wheel, patience was certainly required. In 
those days, Rex Granite had nearly ten people 
dedicated to polishing and operating multiple 
machines at a time, working hard to keep up 
with demand. As far as the process itself, it 
started with grinding the stone with different 
sized grit wheels before finishing  it off with a 

felt buffer and buffing powder. Overall, it was 
a demanding but ultimately important process. 
Luckily, polishing technology has improved 
drastically over the decades to follow. Starting 
in the 1980’s, all of our polishing has been 
done with modern machinery using bricks of 
many different grits, simplifying the process. 
The machines are loaded by hand and then 
programmed to run automatically for over 
eight hours at a time, ready to be unloaded and 
reloaded each morning. These bricks produce 
a second-to-none level of polish and have 
performed well for us for years. New machines 
like our Thibaut T-500 are also versatile enough 

to use for other 
purposes, such as 

grinding lettering from 
the faces of existing tablets, a 

tool that has been  put to great 
use. It’s amazing to think about the 

stark differences and all of the benefits 
today’s machinery brings compared to 

the humble beginnings of polishing - saving 
capital, speeding up production, demanding 
less of workers, and ultimately improving the 
success of our operation. We look forward to 
seeing how much these processes will improve 
in the next 80 years as technology keeps 
pushing new limits.
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Monument 
Profiles
Everyone involved in this project is particularly 
proud of the way this Rex Black monument 
turned out. Built to emulate the 1967 Stingray 
Corvette held near and dear to the life of the 
deceased, this piece is very unique and a great 
example of how we can bring just about any idea 
to fruition in our design process. Flat carving 
techniques were used to bring the car to life, 
while sandblast sunk lettering on steeled surface 
using a special script font gives the last name 
lettering great contrast. The wider all polished 
base features steeled inlaid lettering and a skin 
raised double wedding ring in the center rounds 
out this awe-inspiring piece.

Tablet: 4-0 x 0-8 x 2-0 

Base: 6-0 x 1-4 x 1-0 

Foundation: 6-6 x 1-10 x 0-4

Richmond Monument

Broughton
Monument

Base: 4-6 x 1-2 x 0-8

Tablet: 3-6 x 0-8 x 2-2

This monument is particularly special to the 
Zniewski family as it celebrates the short 
but wonderful life of Aaron Broughton - a 
recently passed nephew and cousin. The 
piece is made with an imported Nagar 
Black color, polished 2 with a boulder shape 
and an elegant rock-pitched mountain 
top design. Well placed laser etchings 
beautifully reflect Aaron’s love for his family 
along with his lifelong passion for horses. 
Skin sunk hilite level eight lettering ties the 
entire tablet together as it sits atop a BRP 
polish flat top base.

Cow Monument

Tablet: 4-0 x 0-6 x 2-3

 Base (Not Pictured): 5-0 x 1-0 x 0-6

A memorial can oftentimes be a canvas, 
leaving so much room to express oneself 
and celebrate the people, places, and things 
valued throughout a lifetime. This Rex Black 
piece currently in the works is no exception. A 
unique cow shaped tablet cut to shape serves 
as a backdrop to various laser etched scenes 
and symbols on both sides. From animal 
imagery to scenic photographs our laser etching 
capabilities were put to good use up and down 
this unique piece. Sandblast u-sunk lettering, 
hilite level six provides the perfect amount of 
contrast and balance.
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Upon initial observation, some of the rough 
looking granite depicted below doesn’t fit the 
typical description one might imagine when 
considering custom stone work. However, that’s 
exactly the appeal of such pieces. The uniquely 
jagged shape, varying sizes, and asymmetric 
features of each of these stones allows us to 

create something completely unique to any 
application. Whether used for public or private 
signage, personal and veterans memorials, or 
as an accent piece to any outdoor space - the 
rugged look achieved using these boulders 
certainly draws attention. While growing 
in popularity as of recent years, the unique 
qualities of every boulder paired with the 
talent of our team to customize it in any way 
imaginable allows for a one-of-a-kind creation. 
Some of our best boulder options are sourced 
right here in Central Minnesota starting with 

Using Boulders For 
A Unique Look

our access to large and small Grey St. Cloud 
and Wisconsin Red boulders (discontinued 
in bulk supply but still available in boulders). 
Additionally, we have a healthy supply of black 
boulders from overseas along with a limited 
supply of small Glacial Rock for something truly 
special. Shown on this page are examples of our 
work from start to finish including some ideas 
of what is currently available at our local quarry. 

Do you have a customer interested in something 
like this? Give us a call at 320-252-2060 or email 
us at sales@rexgranite.com

Rough 
Around 
The Edges
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Looking for more content similar to 
what you find in the Rex Magazine? 
Give us a like on Facebook!

www.facebook.com/rexgranite

Follow Us 
On Facebook!
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VASES

Ready to Ship - In Stock
U.S.A. & Import Granites

China Grey
Charcoal
Rex Black
Coral Blue
Tropical Green
Coffee Pearl
ParadisoParadiso
Taj Aurora
Gold Star

Sentinel Red
Blue Pearl

Emerald Pearl
Mahogany

Georgia Grey
Morning Rose

BarreBarre
Wausau

Am. Black

Call - (800)328-2303
Email - sales@rexgranite.com

Online Ordering at www.rexgranite.com
Terms - Net - F.O.B. St. Cloud, MN - Approved Credit

What’s New?
Due to the continuing limitations and safety 
risks caused by COVID-19, it is with great regret 
that we have made the decision to cancel our 
2020 open house event this coming December 
at Rex Granite. While we are disappointed that 
we won’t be able to see many of our wonderful 
customers and vendors, we have big plans 
for 2021. Being the celebration of our 100th 
anniversary and with the additional time to 
plan, the 2021 event is sure to be the best one 
we’ve ever hosted. If you have any additional 
questions on the 2020 event or have interest in 
attending or exhibiting in 2021, please contact 
sales@rexgranite.com

2020 Rex Open 
House Cancelled

New 2021 Designs 
Coming Soon!
Very soon we will be unveiling a brand new 
collections of designs for our customers to 
browse for 2021. From traditional and classic 
styles to some new and cutting edge options 
not found anywhere else - we have something 
for every need. Stay tuned for information from 
your sales representative and keep your eyes 
glued to our email list and Facebook page for 
the official reveal!

Wisconsin Red 
Discontinued
Operations are ceasing at one of our local 
Midwest quarries due to unforeseen challenges. 
This quarry carried our popular Wisconsin Red 
color and in turn it will be discontinued for use 
in memorials. When one door closes, however, 
another opens and we already substantially 
increased our supply in both blocks and slabs 
of our popular Sentinel Red color, allowing for 
quick turnaround and delivery times to our 
customers.
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Simple and Easy Protection

Kevlar Tough
Working with granite is not for the faint of 
heart, especially for the folks in our shop 
that work with hammers and chisels. When 
pitching rock on memorials and bases, 
chisels can be prone to chipping as they are 
hit by the hammers. Inevitably this can send 
small pieces of chisel flying in unpredictable 
ways, a nuisance 
at best and a 
doctors trip 
for removal at 
worst. To prevent 
this potential 
issue, we’ve been 
working with 
special sleeves 
made of Kevlar 
material. The 
sleeves are very 
tough but still 
lightweight and 
ergonomic as 
to not to affect 
the task at hand. 
They’ve been a 
great addition 
to keep our 
shop safer and 
are available 
through many 
vendors with 
all kinds of 
strengths and 
color options 

available. Not just great for sleeves, 
our stone cutter Glenn has found 
that Kevlar shoelaces are a great 
heavy duty investment that never 
fray or break from the demands of 
the job.
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Earls 
Pearls

A company owner was asked a question, “How do you motivate 
your employees to be so punctual?”

They smiled & replied, “It’s simple. I have 30 employees 
and 29 free parking spaces. One is paid parking.”

Rex Quick Quiz:
Test Your U.S. History Knowledge 
1. Who was the last U.S. President associated with the Whig party?
2. Which Midwestern city was the birthplace of the Ferris Wheel?
3. Which constitutional amendment ended prohibition? 
4. Which U.S. President was the only to serve two non-consecutive terms?
5. The Statue of Liberty was a gift from which Country?
6. In what year did California officially become a state?
7. In what city were the first shots of the Revolutionary War fired?
8. Who wrote the Star Spangled Banner?
9. How many total states seceded from the Union in the Civil War?
10. Who was the only U.S. President to never marry?

1. Millard Fillmore 2. Chicago 3. 21st 4. Grover Cleveland 5. France 6. 1850 7. Lexington, 
Massachusetts 8. Francis Scott Key 9. 11 states  10. James Buchanan

Our computers went down at work, so 
we had to do everything manually.

It took me 20 minutes to shuffle the 
cards for Solitaire.

Graffiti

Setting

Gloex Bricks & Pads

Handling

Abrasives Stone Paint

Blast rooms & curtains

Nozzles & Tools
Cleaners

Building Relationships;
it’s what makes us

different...

MN: 800.789.0815 | VT: 800.396.8049 | GA: 888.283.5863 | PA: 888.278.8383 | TX: 844.883.4108 | IL: 815.847.0080 

FYIL

We combine a 
Marco personal 
air filter 
with a 
Marco blaster 
(less hose!)

• Marco Blast tank
   with attached Air filter
• Air-fed Clemco Helmet
• CO Monitor Kit
• UV Umbrella
• Compressor

Build Your Custom
Cemetery Kit

Brooksie
Blaster
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